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Abstract: There are several emerging initiatives involving the educational materials 

production in large scales, to manage such projects it is mandatory having an environment 

that enhances the collaborative work. In this context was created a project management 

system (PMS) environment, containing tools that empower the synergy process. This 

environment was integrated to the Unicamp’s Digital Library of Science (Biblioteca Digital 

de Ciências - BDC) which was created by researchers from the Biology Institute of the State 

University of Campinas (Unicamp), and it was named GPK. We will demonstrate a project 

case that use the GPK to develop multimedia educational resources (audio, video, lab 

classes and software). The use of GPK made possible to setup the basic project structure 

and to insert each of the materials, to create job scripts, functions, tasks, and designate 

responsibilities to specific tasks. The tools are integrated to each other, so its possible track 

the progress of the material, materials groups, users work, and allow the management of 

global and partial development.  
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1. The project management system (PMS) 

There are a lot of different project management system, some paid (Microsoft 

Project©1) and some free (dotProject2, ganttProject3), they have different 

characteristics, like: online or offline use, business tools, online communications 

(chat, forum), track tools. Most of these systems are directed to business, and have 

no flexibility to develop news tools modules, making it necessary to create an 
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specific environment that bringing together tools that lead the development and 

research, highlighting the possibilities for collaborative work. 

This environment arose from the need for a user friendly environmental to 

collaborative work to authoring, management and publication of educational 

content for a project of development of multimedia educational materials 

(EMBRIAO) to biology teaching and grown to a comprehensive proposal. 

The PMS’s engine in BDC, the GPK, was built using free software (e.g. 

MySQL, PHP and Apache) and it is hosted at www.bdc.ib.unicamp.br and was 

designed in concordance with the BDC’s lay out and has a user interface clean and 

easy to use. The tools reflects some areas of “project management” addressed by 

“Project Management Institute - PMI” in the PMBOK
®
 - Project Management 

Body of Knowledge (PMI, 2004), they are management of: project integration, 

scope, time, quality, human resources and communications. It is expected in the 

future news tools to involving the others management areas.  

All contents are available with a few mouse clicks, and thanks to the ajax 

programming, the page don’t need to be refresh. Depending on the users status, 

the interface shows or hides specific tools. The administration tools enable an easy 

management of authoring, management and publication tools. 

In figure 1 is shown the screenshot from the main page of the GPK, where it’s 

possible to see tree distinct areas.  

 

 
Figure 1: Screenshot of the GPK main page, with the chat and users list areas open, obtained in 

April 28 of 2009. 
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One central or main area (fixed), where the most tools will appear in tabs, 

making possible browse between tabs. There are detached in the main frame the 

last comments sent, last files sent and last others files sent (so the user can be 

update about de project news works and interact with the others users).  

One area down (adjustable), to synchronous communications (chat) with all 

users or a specific user (selected from de right area in the users list). 

One right area (adjustable), where are a list of all user (green: online - red: 

offline) and an icon to mail. The chat is open clicking on the user name. 

The PMS have the follows tools (showed in figure 1): 

 

General tools: my account, materials, mails, other files, my file sent, my 

comments sent. 

Extra tools modules to authoring: virtual microscope, practical activities. 

Administration tools: materials, processes, scripts, participants, 

administrators, deadlines, languages, users, file evaluations, mails, newsletter, 

reports, Logs. 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Screenshot of the materials management in the GPK, obtained in April 28 of 2009. 
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